Terrorism and mutilation, world in the grip of terror
Abstract : Could the 11th September 2001 tragedy be an extreme manifestation of the violences inflicted around the world to the
children’s genital integrity ? Such a hypothesis is plausible if one considers the symbolism of the targets chosen by the terrorists.
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his punishment. Rituals are radical. used to embody the manly power hold full powers to assign the roles,
Engraved in children’s flesh and of the Americans, but they also organize the dramas and justify
souls, they alter their relation to represented the terrorists’. They their acts.
others and to life. So it is, as far as were hit at the symbolical level
Terror, blindness and falsehood
circumcision, excision and corpo- of the foreskin by two planes which have taken possession of the
ral punishment are concerned.
revealed the weapon of transgres- adults’ hearts. Strength, truth and
Although circumcision is not sion as well as parental inflexibi- love remain in the children’s heart,
a Koranic obligation, it is practi- lity. The impact produced a terrible provided they have been welcome,
ced on all Muslim boys aged from burning sensation that inflamed the acknowledged and respected in
3 to 5. In the United States, a whole extremity, before the entire their physical, psychical and spirigreat majority of men are circu- «building» slowly collapsed on tual integrity.
mcised. And in the whole world, itself.
at least 100 million women have
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been excised. All these rituals sys- whole world witnessed the
tematically include a process of implementation of a determirepression of the endured suffe- nation that leads the terrorists
ring and of the feelings aroused by to their own martyrdom. It is
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quences of a very widespread
mutilating ritual.
An incredible re-enactment.
Seen from the sky, the PenEven though Man has got the tagon, biggest building in the
ability to repress his suffering world, manifests the power of
and to blind his consciousness, he the vulvae. The Boeing 767
cannot by all means master a pro- crashed on the south wing of
…at the heart core of the 11th September tragedy ?
(the Pentagone, here still intact)
cess of liberation which is inhe- the Security and Defense
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